Station One

Goal One- “To form a more perfect union”

Station Two

Goal Two- “Establish Justice”

Station Three

Goal Three- “Insure domestic tranquility”

Station Four

Goal Four- “Provide for the common defense”
Station Five

Goal Five- “Promote the general welfare”

Station Six

Goal Six- “Secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity”
The Six Goals of the Forefathers station project

Directions -
- You will be divided into small groups.
- In your small groups you will be placed at a numbered station in the room.
- At each station there is a goal that the Forefathers created in order to give direction to the newly established government.
- These goals are all listed in the first paragraph of the Constitution, known as the “Preamble”.
- At these stations you will then proceed to interpret the goals into your own words, as well as, illustrate or draw a symbol for it.
- There are six stations each with a different goal, you will have 15 minutes per station to create a paragraph interpreting the meaning of each goal and a symbol to express each goal.
- For this occasion 3-5 five sentences is long enough for a complete paragraph.
- This is the minimum, you can have more sentences.
- Each person in the group should come up with one idea for the interpretation, you all, then discuss what symbol to draw.
- Once 15 minutes has expired you will move to the next station chronologically.
- This is a project grade, please refer to the rubric on the back of this sheet.